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Man U Man and the Wasp
It is a dark and cold night. A cloaked man slams through the door and into a dark parking
lot lit only by a couple of flickering street lamps. As the figure reaches his car, another man
comes bursting through the doors yelling, “Bakayaro! Get back here!” as he pulls out a gleaming
silver locket rauncher. The man hugs the trigger and lets loose a massive fireball. The hooded
figure jumps up, throws off his robe, and suddenly disappears in an instant. Or that's what you
think. The scene cuts to a rooftop overlooking a city of tall lit up skyscrapers. Suddenly the
cloaked man (who is cloaked no longer) jumps from the air to the roof, revealing his true
identity: The Wasp. With the stolen object in hand, he glides from rooftop to rooftop down into a
quiet street and enters an old red house. With his back to the camera, The Wasp walks down a
dark hallway. He starts breaking into a run as he reaches the door, then disappears from sight.
The scene then cuts to the room behind the door. Three men are around a lit table. They’re The
Wasp and his trusty sidekicks: Will, his hacker, and Peter, his plan maker and ramen chef.
“Did you get the goods?” asks Will.
“Of course I did,” answers The Wasp. He pulls out from behind his back the three Man U
jerseys he had recovered from the mission and lays them flat on the table. They read Ryan Giggs,
Wayne Rooney, and Nemanja Vidic. They put them aside and the three of them sit at the dinner
table to eat steaming ramen with juicy pork slices, a mission night special. After they finish they
grab the jerseys and start hanging them up on their wall of other objects they have recovered in
the past such as the priceless clown painting. Now they have their most prized possessions, the

three jersey’s of the best players of all time from the soccer hall of fame. Abruptly the private
line to HQ rings. Peter runs to pick it up.
“Uh huh, yeah, ok, will do sir.” He puts the phone down and says, “Aight boys, we got a
mission from chief Schaeffer.” They suit up and take off in their minivan.
“So what's the mission Will?” asks Gyani.
“There's been an attack on a school. Lord Benny and his trusty ninja sidekick Quinn are
the ones behind it all.” Replies Peter.
“I tracked his location,” says Will. “Let's go get em.” When they get there Lord Benny
has already destroyed the buildings. Luckily they were already planning to rebuild. Peter went
over the plan with Gyani one more time.
“And also, take this vitamin G,” Will handed him a small vial. Gyani took it and his
calves became supersized. He ran with superspeed at Benny, shrunk into The Wasp and
delivered a nasty kick to the face that would've knocked anyones head right off. But it didn't faze
Benny. Gyani was freaked out. Maybe Benny was a zombie. He had just watched World War Z
last night, so it could be possible. He ran back to the car to evade Benny’s deadly hits. He got in
the van and yelled, “Drive!” The minivan sped off. Benny was perplexed at his easy victory.
Little did he know that when Gyani kicked him he had planted a bomb.

Two minutes later.
While looking back Gyani and his crew saw the huge explosion. Hopefully that ended the
madness lord Benny started. As they loop around back to where they had just made their quick
escape from, all they can see is smoke. “I can't see anything,” says Peter.

“Hold on one sec. I'm hacking into the school's security cameras so we can maybe see from
outside the area of the explosion.” Explains Will. “Oh my goodness gracious. Look” Exclaims
Will. He points to his screen right before the bomb goes off. As the video rolls, they see them
driving away. Right after they are out of view Benny's sidekick Quinn appears and hurries over
to Benny. Quinn reaches for Benny’s ear and plucks something off of him. The Bomb. Quinn
hurls the device straight up into the air and watches it blow up when it reaches peak height. Then
Will cuts to the current feed. It shows Lord Benny and Quinn standing side by side looking up
into the sky probably awaiting their extraction.
“Quickly. They’re straight ahead,” Gyani urgently says. Peter steps on the gas pedal. All of a
sudden. Thunk, blump. The van comes to a screeching halt. Gyani gets out of the car to find Lord
Bennie unconscious on the ground. “Dude, you knocked him out.” They load Lord Benny into
the back of the van. Then Quinn comes out of nowhere and attempts to kick Gyani. But Gyani is
too fast and dodges it. He then lunges at Quinn and in one quick motion does a bycicle kick so
strong that Quinn's head goes flying 57 yards and hits the school soccer net bar down. Everyone
cheers in amazement at this tremendous win. The three men load the two bodies into the back of
the van and bring them back to HQ to lock them up. And that is how Gyani and his trusty team
saved the Waring school from Lord Bennie.

